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Action required :

Plan of action for WMO Tr opical Cyclone Project
Indicate what suppo r t can be pr ovided , prefe r ably r eplying
by 30 September 1972

Dear Sir,
By its Resolution 5 ( EC-X XIV), the twenty- fou r th session of the
WMO Executive Committee adopted the Plan of Action fo r the WMO Tropical
Cyclone Project . I have pleasure in enclosing a copy of the plan which
was prepa r ed by the Executive Committee Panel of Experts on Tropical
Cyclones o A brief account of the ci r cumstances leading up to the plan
is given in part l of the attached publication .
In adopting the plan, the Committee urged Members "to suppo r t the
project in every way possible and especially by providing the facilities
and services proposed as part of the plan of action" . I should acco r dingly like to invite you r attention in particular to part 4.5 of the plan
under the heading of the init i al implementation pr ogramme . You will see
that part 4 . 5 consists mainly of a list of those items in the plan for
which studies and development work are necessary . I should be most
grateful if you would therefore kindly examine this list with a view to
the selection, if possible, of any items for which your country could
assume pa r tial or full r esponsibili t y fo r the studies or development work
required .
The Executive Committee also confirmed the desi r ability of formulating a more detailed implementation prog r amme for each of the items
in the list . It gave an example of how it felt this should be done and a
copy of this example for the item on automatic weather stations is also
attached . I believe that any WMO Membe r undertak i ng to support a
particular item would wish to develop the details of how the work should
be done . I should be glad if you would t herefo r e dr aw up a mo r e detailed
prog r amme for any item s elected by you r count r y .

To Permanent Rep r esentatives (or Di r ectors of Meteo r ologic a l
Services) of Members of WMO (PR- 2271)

__,

(

- 2 Although it does not seem necessary to reproduce parts of the
report of EC-XXIV here, I should like to refer particularly to the
importance attached by the Committee to early action to begin implementation of the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project. It therefore expressed the
hope that Members would make an early and positive response to this
invitation to support the Project o Your co- operation in replying by
30 September 1972 will greatly assist the Secretariat in the task of
co-ordinating the offers of support and in taking furthe r measures to
promote the early implementation of the project .
Yours faithfully,

(D . Ao Davies)
Secretary- General
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1.

THE ORIGINS OF THE WMO TROPICAL CYCLONE PROJECT

1.
WMO first became involved in special efforts to reduce the loss of human
lives and the damage resulting from t~picol cyclones as long ago as 1964. At that
time the United Nations Econo mic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE)
decided, in co-operation with WMO, to investigate how a joint programme could be
initiated in the ECAFE region. Subsequent meetings of experts in Manila and Bangkok,
and a preparatory survey of the system in the countries affected by typhoons, led to
the establishment of an intergovernmental Typhoon Committee in 1968 .
2.
The establishment of the Typhoon Committee led in turn to the awakening of
interest in some other parts of the world afflicted by tropical cyclones where
countries felt that action to improve the cyclone warning system was needed. The
impetus for these special reg ional programmes stemmed, to a large degree, from the
desire of the countries to reduce the economic co nsequenc es of cyclone damage.
Studies show that the annual cost of damage can be as high as five per cent of the
Gross National Product in some cases . In developing countries the magnitude of the
damage may therefore effectively inhibit improvement in the standard of living of
their peoples. No monetary value can be placed upon the thousands of human lives
lost each year in these countries.
3.
As so often happens, it was nature itself that produced the final evidence
of the need for a radically new approach to the problem of tropical cyclone damage.
In the space of a few weeks in the autumn of J.970 a series of typhoons ravaged the
Philippines causing heavy loss of life. And, what was probably the most devastating
tropical cyclone ever experie nc ed, struck the low- lying areas of East Bengal on
12 November 1970. It killed upwards of a quarter of a million people and caused
damage of an extent that may never be accurately assessed.
4.
These calamities resulted in the Typhoon Committee appealing to the United
Nations General Assembly for international action. The General Assembly reacted
promptly to this appeal, adopting a resolution calling upon WMO to take further
appropriate action by mobilizing scientists and resources to discover ways of mitigating the harmful effects of these storms and of removing or minimizing their
destructive potential.
5.
A tentative plan of action was drawn up by WMO in response to the General
Assembly Resolution 2733 (XXV) and submitted both to the United Nations and to the
Sixth World Meteorological Congress. The Congress fully agreed on the need for
increased efforts and recommended that the Executive Committee, as a matter of
urgency, should provide for the planning and implementation of a WMO Tropical Cyclone
Project . In developing the project the Executive Committee was asked to consider all
areas of the world seriously affected by tropical cyclones, giving special attention
to those areas where it appears that international action could be effective in the
improvement of tropical cyclone warning services and other mitigation measures.
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6.
Immediately following Sixth Congres s , the E xecuti ~e Co n1mitte e es tablish ed
a Panel of Exper ts on Tropical Cyclones to draw up a co n1pr e hen ~ jve plan of action
for the WMO Tro pic al Cyclone Project . Th e Committee l i sted Lh ose topics to whi c h
it felt the pan el s hould give par tic ul ar att e nti on i 11 drawin g up the plan, an d a sked
it t o recommend spec ifi c pra ct i c al measures for internati o11cl ac tion . It was al so
requested to recommend rese arc h activities that ca n be ex 11ec ted to ha ve r easonably
prompt bene fits and to suggest the means by which t hey may be carried out, and to
review t he pro gress o f th e proj ec t.
7.
Th e panel wa s se t up i n mid - 1971 and held its first session in Tokyo from
28 Se ptember to l Oc tober 1971 . In the short ti me avail a bl e , it revi ewed the
pre s ent state of forecasting, warning and associated servic es for t ro pical cyclone
da mag e redu c tion a nd pre pare d a basic plan which could later be developed into the
co mpre he nsi ve plan . It al so set forth the primary objectives o f the pro ject . Th e se
are de alt wit h in th e third part of this paper.

8.
In th e pe rio d betwe e n th e fi rst session and EC-XXIV, the panel completed the
comprehensive plan . The Exec utiv e Committee, i n May 1972, ex pressed its appreciation
to th e panel f or the thoro ugh way in which it had approached a difficult task . It
felt that the activiti es propose d as part of the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project, and
especially those list ed unde r the in itial impl eme ntati on programme (see para. 4.5
below), woul d f orm a sound foundation upon which to build a l ong-te rm projects
designed to red uc e the loss of life a nd damag e to property ca us ed by tropical cyclo nes. Th e Committee therefore adopte d th e plan o f action a s an initial set o f guide lines f or the Tropi ca l Cyc lon e Project. It also drew up a list of additional guidelines whi ch have been incorporated into the plan in its present form.
9.
This publicat io n co ntains the plan, giving in some detail the considerations
l ea ding to th e various proposals it makes, and suggesting ways in which these proposals mi ght be i mplem e nted. Th e technical background given in Part 2 is derived
almost entirel y f ro m th e discussions which took place at the first session of the
panel .

2.

THE TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

2.1

Assessment of the present state of forecasting, warning and associated
services for tropical cyclone damage reduction

2. 1. 1

Qb~eEvi:_n_g_ !e£h!:!.i~u~s

l. In considering the re quirements fo r basi c observational data for cyclone
detecti on and fo rec asting, it is recognized that many of the observing and
telecommunication facilities necessary have already bee n laid down in
decisions of the WMO reg.ional association s and for the World Weather Watch.
In addition, the Typhoon Committee and other regional bodi es dealing with
tropical cyclones have set forth prioriti es for th e implementation of th ese
facilities in the ar eas of interest to them. Nevert he l ess, there remain
certain important def iciencies in t he prese nt s yste m on whi c h urg e nt action
is needed , Mor e specific attenti on should be giv e n to the following types
of obs er vation in cyclone-prone areas,
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(a)

~=~:::_~:!~~:~-~i_:e:~~~!-~~:::~~!~~~=-i:~~-!~~~-=!~!~~~=
There may be a need for a denser network of special observations from
land stations, especially in coastal areas. These stations should be
simple and need only observe wind and pressure. No particular density
for the stations is specified as this responsibility lies within the
jurisdiction of the regional and national cyclone bodies. They should
study the question and specify their own requirements for this purpose .

(b)

~~==:~~!~~~=-i:~~-~~~~!:_:~~e:
In spite of the attention already given to the making and collection of
observations from mobile ships by the Commission for Marine Meteorology
(CMM) and other WMO bodies, there remain serious deficiencies which
handicap cyclone detection and forecasting in some ocean areas, notably
the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea , the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific
Ocean east of the Philippines . This problem could be tackled by intensified efforts on the part of national Meteorological Services and through
action at the regional level . In this respect, the investigation proposed by V-RA II should be conducted as a matter of urgency . It is
desirable to extend the scope of this survey to ocean areas outside
RA II which are affected by tropical cyclones and for which there are
serious deficiencies in the collection of ships' observations.
A computer system is currently in use in the U. S. A. whereby individual
vessels in an area of cyclogenesis can be identified and specifically
requested to provide special ships' observations . As similar shiptracking and identification systems come into existence in other parts
of the world, capabilities for automated requests for meteorological
observations may be incorporated. Otherwise, attempts should be made
by manual means.

(c)

Automatic weather stations
In view of the satisfactory development and operation of certain types
of automatic weather stations and collection of their observations by
satellite, they should be installed over the ocean areas for cyclone
detection and forecasting purposes, especially at critical locations
beyond the effective surveillance of storm-warning radar.

(d)

Aircraft observations
The World Weather Watch plan for 1972-1975 recognizes the value of
reports from commercial aircraft. They are of special value in tropical
cyclone areas and every effort should be made to obtain as many reports
as possible from these areas. This matter should be referred to the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM).
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(e)

~!~:~=~~:~~~~-:~~~:
Regional and national cyclone bodies have already selected locations
for storm-warning radar stations in their areas. These stations are of
the highest importance for cyclone tracking and, consequently, should
be installed in accordance with the priorities established by the
cyclone bodies. The feasibility of developing a kit for the transformation of storm-warning r adar to a pulse Doppl er type should be
investi gated.

(f)

~~ :::~ i! _:::~~~~ ~: :~ ~::_ i!~~~!:
Ai r cra f t reconnaissance flights in cyclone a r eas are of particular
i mport ance and it is hoped that tho s e countries already ope r ating them
will co nti nue to do so . I t is also hop ed t hat arrangements can be mad e
s peedily to int r oduc e them in oth er areas where t hey are needed, such
as the Bay of Benga l. In this context the possibility of a multi national facility that might operate in both the Western Pacific and the
Bay o f Bengal is worthy of in vestigation . One solution to this difficult
probl em may lie i n ex ploring the possibility of br oad international cooperation promoted under the aegis of the United Nations . A further po ssibility lies i n obtaining assistance in instrumenting aircraft which
might be made available from national resources . The United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) has indicat ed that this kind of assistance
can, in principle, be provided by UNDP in accordance with the normal
procedures for establishing, evaluating and approving requests o

(g)

~=~:!~!~~~~:~-:~!:!!~!::
Photographs of cloud cove r obtained from the geos t ationary satellites
ATS- 1 and ATS- 3 already in operation are highly valued for the near
continuous daylight su r veillance of tropical cyclones over the Caribbean
and the ce nt r al e astern Pacific Ocean . It is desirable that this unique
obser vatio nal and t r ack i ng aid should be extended to those other areas
of the globe which are affected by tropical cyclones .
It i s noted th a t the plac i ng of a geostationary satellite ove r 0° ,
120°E - a s call ed fo r in the GAR P plan - would also permit the t r acking
of t ropical cyclones ove r t he We s tern Pac i fic, Bay of Bengal and Indian
Oce an .
On e satellite of t he c urrent type and one r ead- out station would provide
th e ne cess ary su r veillance of t r opi cal cyclones by daylight . Howeve r,
th e pr ovision of infra- red sensors and relay facilities would greatly
en han c e the value of the system by enabling the continuo us tracking of
tropical cyclones and permitting t he distribution of relevant pictures
to all countries equipped with appropriate VHF (APT) or other suitable
ground stations.
It is understood that Japan, with possible co-operation of India and
Australia, is actively planning this project for execution in 1975-1976.

- 5 The possibility of a consortium of interested nations, or other arrangements to fund the launching and operation of one of the geostationary
satellite systems which are currently in use or near full development
should be investigated.
2.1.2

f.o.::.e£a~tin~ !e£h!!.i~u!:_s

2. A recent paper entitled "The Decision Process in Hurricane Forecasting"
by Dr. R.H. Simpson (NOAA Technical Memorandum NWS SR-53) describes an extended
check-list and logical process by which a forecaster can be assured that he has
evaluated all relevant factors in preparing his forecast. The process described has proven useful in the practice of the US National Hurricane Center
in Miami. It is felt that adaptations of this technique might also prove
useful to other cyclone forecast centres.
3. In addition it is noted that the technique lends itself to ready computerization using a modern, small-scale computer in a conversational mode. The use
of such an inexpensive computer could facilitate the preparation of cyclone
and storm-surge forecasts, as well as providing a permanent record of the
considerations entering into the forecast for use in later research programmes.
The way in which suitable adaptations of ~he decision process might be made
for other regions, as well as the feasibility and cost of computerizing the
techniques should be investigated.
4. The analogue and other techniques applied in some countries are useful
when insufficient synoptic data are available for cyclone prediction. These
techniques require fairly extensive computer facilities. It is suggested that
suitably equipped regional centres be considered to provide a forecast advisory
service to national forecasting centres. This function would be fully consistent with those attributed to WWW Regional Meteorological Centres .
5. There is a need for a wide dissemination of literature on cyclone forecasting methods. It is sometimes difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
copies of papers of great interest to forecasters in countries affected by
tropical cyclones. Arrangements for the wider distribution of such papers
are therefore necessary. National Meteorological Services should ensure that
summaries of research work on tropical cyclones in their countries are
included in the annual summaries of research on tropical meteorology distributed by the WMO Secretariat.
6. As a means of evaluating the progress being made in increasing forecasting
skill, it is proposed that the system of tropical cyclone forecast verification
be standardized and adopted by the countries concerned.
2.1. 3

~t£r~-~u.!.g!:_ E_n~ .f.1£0~ .f.o.::.e£a~tin~

7. The prediction of storm-surges caused by tropical cyclones forms an
essential part of the population defence and warning system. It is of such
outstanding importance as to merit urgent action at the international level.
The Advisory Committee on Oceanic Meteorological Research (ACOMR) has . stated

- 6 that it is not aware of any international programme of research dealing with
storm-surges. It has therefore suggested that WMO, through its Tropical
Cyclone Project, should take the lead in co-ordinating future international
action on this subject.
8.
The storm- surge problem is concerned with the rise of coastal water
brought about by meteorological storms. The importance of the storm- surge
problem is underscored by the following rough statistics: nearly eighty per
cent of lives lost to meteorological disasters can be attributed to tropical
cyclones and, of these, ninety per cent result from drowning in storm-surges
and floods . Thus, in terms of its human and economic impact, the storm-surge
represents a most important meteorological problem.
9.
Reasonably effective computer solutions to important aspects of the
storm- surge problem have been achieved in spite of certain outstanding areas
of uncertainty even in the boundary conditions of the problem: transfer of
momentum from air to sea at high wind speeds; the nature of sea bottom
friction , and the choice of appropriate boundary conditions at the mouths of
open bays to deal with waves and resurgences. Many of the complex driving
forces generated by a moving storm are well understood, with the possible
exception of the resonance wave phenomena in front of an advancing squall
line.
10 . In addition to the obvious methods of attacks that should be made on
remaining problems, it is urgent that existing capabilities should be consolidated and simplified for operational forecast useo In addition, the same
techniques used for forecasting can be used to evaluate climatological stormsurge risk to assist in the design of protective systems for population and
property.

~~~~:=-~i-~~~i::!_~~~-~~1::!~~=~
11. In several nations considerable sucdess has already been achieved in
converting the theoretical calculations into practical applications. The
following areas of investigation remain:
(a)

Define better the momentum transfer or drag processes at sea surface
and sea bottom;

(b)

Expand the existing computer models to deal with complex coastal
boundaries, such as open bays, estuaries, etc., or develop techniques
to correct solutions for coastal features;

(c)

Convert the model computations into charts, nomograms, etc. suitable
for general field use. Some procedures have already been worked out;

(d)

Study the resonance wave surge phenomenon in front of advancing squall
lines, and define the storm structures that give rise to such waves;

- 7 (e)

Set up tide and depth gauge networks for both warning and research
purposes so that sufficient data are available for model verification.
In this connexion, it may be desirable to organize the capability to
conduct field excursions into storm-surge disaster areas to survey the
heights reached by the surge; only in this way may it be possible to
obtain the detail needed for development of realistic prognostic techniqueso

12. It should be noted that the prediction of the storm-surge can be no
better than the measurement and prediction of the winds that produce it. In
the case of a tropical cyclone, this means the prediction of the trajectory
of the cyclone, the maximum wind speeds, the radius of maximum winds, assymmetries of the storm, and changes in these parameters during the period that
the storm is approaching and crossing the coastline. Aircraft reconnaissance
is the only way to measure these parameters with any degree of accuracy.
13. International activities on tropical cyclone storm-surge forecasting
should be strengthened by a programme of exchange of information . Such a
programme might include symposia, emphasizing practical applications, exchange
of scientists, and training projects . Consideration should also be given to
the preparation of a handbook suitable for use by forecasters.
14. It is recommended that practical applications of present and future
capabilities in storm-surge forecasting be sought and used to protect populations. As a current example, a US computer model is being used in a project
sponsored by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development to formulate
hurricane insurance policy. Surge risk figures are being developed for the
entire Gulf of Mexico and Southern Atlantic coastline of the United States.
The question should be investigated whether such projects can be expanded to
prepare similar storm-surge risk estimates for other exposed coastlines of
the world.

~~E::!:~_!:!:~!!!!:_::!~!!!
15. The results expected are: a useable understanding of a phenomenon that
potentially affects all coastal nations. Fringe benefits may be a better
understanding of frictional processes of the air-sea and sea-bottom interfaces, applicable in other technical areas.
Possible economic benefits
16. The potential benefits of the recommended programme are enormous and
fairly obvious. A better capability to predict storm-surge would reduce the
annual average toll of 40,000 drownings all over the world and thousands of
millions of dollars of destruction in two ways:

- 8 (a)

Sto r m-s urge risk could be assessed in a fashion similar tri the way flood
risk is assessed today. Given a climatological distribution of cyclone
tracks, sizes and intensities, it should be possible to derive a reasonably realistic probalistic climatology of storm-surge heights for exposed
areas . These, used in conjunction with detailed topographic charts, can
show exposed populations, installations, and agriculture. This information can be used by civil authorities for a number of purposes in a more
informed manner than customary:
(i)

Zoning and restriction of building and residence;

(ii)

Planning of evacuation and escape routes;

(iii)

Building of protective works;

(iv)

Establishment of insurance policies and rates;

(v)
(b)

Development planning of coastal areas.

Storm-surge forecasting itself might be improved in all areas to the
point where evacuation warnings could be given with confidence without
the attendant danger of overwarning, which results in failure by the
population to heed subsequent warningso

17. Most of the tasks indicated in the text above could be carried out by
a small group of experts set up for the purpose. It is further sugge6ted that
the group should be composed of both meteorologists and engineers and that a
speedy attack on these problems is vital to the safety of human life in many
ports of the world.
18. Important losses of life and property result from floods following
torrential cyclone rainfall. This important subject should be included for
early study in the Tropical Cyclone Project and the Secretary-General should
consult the Commission for Hydrology on the best method of securing advice on
the further measures to be taken.
19. Research into quantitative precipitation forecasting in connexion with
tropical cyclones should also be encouraged. Particular emphasis should be
placed on the prediction of rainfall ahead of the centre and in those situations where a cyclone encounters a mountain range after having passed inland
or having become baroclinic in nature.

2.1.4

~rEo!!.g!:_m!:_n!s_f~r_tb,e_di:_s.!_rib~ti:_o!!. ~f_wE_r!!.i!!.g~

20. There is a general feeling that the present arrangements for the distribution of the warnings issued by the Meteorological Services to the public ore
not entirely satisfactory because responsibility is frequently diffused
through a nu~ber of notional agencies. In some countries it has proved necessary for the national Meteorological Service to assume responsibility for
warning the population of the need to seek safety, as well as to assume
leadership in pre-disaster planning.
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21. National Meteorological Services have a moral obligation to assume all
necessary responsibility in the interest of saving human lives and reducing
cyclone damage. These are the principal objectives of Resolution 2733 (XXV)
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations, and this resolution
has been addressed to WMO. The Tropical Cyclone Project established by the
Sixth World Meteorological Congress stemmed directly from that resolution.
In view of these facts, it is recommended that all Meteorological Services
issuing forecasts of tropical cyclones should accept the moral responsibility
for giving guidance for protection of lives and property.
22. Attention has also been directed to the need to ensure that the forecasts
issued by Meteorological Services are fully understood by the public, as well
as to certain problems associated with the human response to cyclone warnings.
On the first of these points, there is a need for a more vigorous programme
of public education in some countries so that the dangers of tropical cyclones
are known, and the action to be taken to minimize these dangers is understood.
Experience has shown that concentrating such programmes even at the stage of
high school students has produced good results. On the second point, the
value of educating the population to a full understanding of the capabilities
of its national Meteorological Service and the help it can provide is
emphasized. This may be done by distribution of illustrated posters,
documentary films, talks on the radio and TV etc.
23. It is essential that Meteorological Services co-ordinate their activities
fully with other governmental agencies having responsibility in disaster prevention and relief. In particular it is necessary that preliminary warning
arrangements be made so that during a cyclone emergency, activities of the
agencies can proceed smoothly, based on information provided by the Meteorological Service.
24. How far in advance should
protection of the community is
conditions and other factors.
on this question on a regional
2.1.5

warnings be issued to ensure the most effective
bound to vary considerably according to local
However, there is a need to evolve guidelines
or national basis.

Qi~a~t!:,r_p.!.e:!e!!.tio!!. .!!1.e.!:_S.!:!_r!:,s_a!!,d_c£m.!!1.u!!.i.!Y_p.!.e.E~.O.!.e~n!:,S~

25. Sixth Congress included in the public information programme for 1972-1975
a request to the Secretary-General to prepare suitable material to assist
Members in their efforts to take disaster prevention measures and to foster
better community preparedness. In addition the Secretary-General could
usefully collect information on this subject prepared in Member countries and
distribute it upon request in order that other Members might benefit from the
experience gained in different areas of the world.
26. A number of measures which assist in reducing the damage from tropical
cyclones could be suggested.
They include the construction of shelters, wind
breaks, dyk~s ond bunds, afforestation, provision for storage of flood water
and for drainage. In areas where the protection of the population from
cyclones cannot be ensured, the only solution may be its gradual removal or,

- lo at least, measures to discourage b~ilding, other than those constructed as
storm-surge shelters, in the area. Zoning and the re- organization of local
farming so that the population wherever practicable does not live in these
areas is also to be attempted.
27. It is very important that meteorological factors be taken fully into
account in national development programmes. In this context reference is
made to the work being carried out by the Executive Committee Panel of
Experts on Meteorology and Economic Development. It is considered that the
activities of that panel could assist in making sure that future projects to
develop the national economies in cyclone areas are designed with a full
recognition of the meteorological risks inherent in such projects. Any
guidance that can be provided to cyclone-prone developing countries in this
respect will be of great value.
28 . The Typhoon Committee and the other regional groups dealing with tropical
cyclones should give special attention to this vital aspect of their programmes .
2.1.6

Qi~a~t~r_r~li:_e£

.E_l£n!!_i!!.g

29. The potential role of WMO in assisting Members in their disaster relief
planning arrangements must also be considered • . Whilst meteorology has a much
larger function in assisting in disaster prevention measures, it is acknowledged that there are also some ways in which it can contribute usefully to
disaster relief operations. Thus forecasts and observations of cyclone
intensity and path are valuable in the planning and execution of rescue and
relief operations.
30. Another aspect of this question is the provision of emergency meteorological facilities when those in the cyclone area have been damaged or
destroyed. Mobile units such as upper-air and radar stations, as well as
other standby arrangements, could solve this problem but advance arrangements
will have to be made if these units are to be available when needed. The
Secretary- General should ask Members whether they have facilities of this
type, and the conditions under which they would be willing to make them
available at short notice for use in disaster areas in their own and, more
especially, in other countries.
31. A difficulty commonly experienced by Meteorological Services following
the destruction of facilities by cyclones lies in the delays that take place
in restoring or replacing these facilities. The attention of Members is
invited to the need to make good any damaged or destroyed meteorological
facilities as rapidly as possible in order to meet the requirements arising
from the possibility of another cyclone affecting the same area in quick
succession.
2.1.7

Risk evaluation
32. Information is required which will permit development planners to
evaluate the risk of cyclone damage to buildings, installations and
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agriculture, including in those areas exposed relatively infrequently to
tropical cyclones or where adequate climatological data are lacking.
33.

Such risk data should include:

(a)

Frequency distribution of maximum wind speed;

(b)

Frequency distribution of storm-surge height, or parameters from which
it may be derived for specific locations;

(c)

Frequency distribution of precipitation amounts and of precipitation
intensity.

34. It is important to standardize techniques of risk evaluation if the
results are to be useful to engineers and other non-meteorologists who will
use them. WMO could usefully promote this standardization which might best
be effected by engaging an expert to make a preliminary study of the
problems involved.
35. It is emphasized that there is a pressing requirement for a denser
network of anemographs and tide gauges in coastal areas if the data necessary
for risk evaluation are to be available. There is also a need for an
inexpensive maximum wind indicator. Attention is drawn to the necessity of
developing instruments capable of withstanding the severe forces imposed upon
them by the winds and storm-surges associated with tropical cyclones.

2.2

Co-ordination of WMO activities

2.2.l

E_e.s_i.2,n~l_p!,ole.s..t.!.

36. Measures to ensure any necessary co-ordination of regional programmes,
such as that of the ECAFE/WMO Typhoon Committee, both between regions and
with the WMO project ore evidently essential. The Typhoon Committee began
its operations in 1968 and its example has aroused considerable interest in
other areas of the world in which cyclones take an annual toll of human
lives and seriously impair economic development.
37. Two similar regional bodies - a joint WMO/ECAFE Panel on Tropical Cyclones
for the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, and an RA I Tropical Cyclone Committee for the South-West Indian Ocean - were established in the first half
of 1972. In addition, Regional Association V (South-West Pacific) hos appointed a rapporteur to examine the warning system in that area and to make recommendations for any improvements necessary there.
38. It is stressed that the regional . programmes being undertaken by the
above bodies are of great importance to the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project.
It is hoped that these programmes con be continued and expanded to cover all
those areas of the world affected by tropical cyclones. The best hope for
an early reduction of the loss of life and damage caused by cyclones lies in
the vigorous prosecution of oll parts of the programmes now being carried out
or planned.

- 12 39. The need for close liaison between the activities in the .different
regions is clear. However, at the present stage it is felt that the necessary
liaison could well be achieved by a simple exchange of information. The
Secretary-General is requested to ensure that all interested bodies are kept
fully informed of the activities and developments relevant to the Tropical
Cyclone Project.
40. The EC panel should give any possible assistance to the regional bodies
in the execution of their programmes and should provide advice and guidance
whenever required. It also . hoped . that the- regional bodie-s- wu1· b_d _n_g_. t-o- the
panel's attention any matters which they feel could aid the panel.

2.2.2

Collaboration with other international organizations

- -------~-----------------

•1. There has already been a large degree of collaboration between WMO and
other international organizations in matters related to tropical cyclones.
It is considered that there is a very real need to continue and expand this
collaboration.
42. In order to avoid duplication of effort, and to make the optimum use of
the resources available, it is indispensable to ascertain the nature of the
programmes of the other interested agencies and only then to decide upon the
precise activities to be conducted within this part of the T~opical Cyclone
Project. It is noted that the Secretary-General has already been requested
to contact other international organizations for this purpose and also to call
a meeting of these organizations.
43. The Secretary-General is accordingly requested to take action as soon as
possible on both the above points.
3.

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

1.
In drawing up the comprehensive plan of action the panel considers that the
primary objectives of the project should be as follows:
(a)

The strengthening of present capabilities of detection, tracking and
forecasting of tropical cyclones;

(b)

Making more generally available techniques of quantitative storm-surge
forecastin;g ;

(c)

Strengthening flood forecasting capabilities, particularly with respect
to flash flooding in association with tropical cyclones;

(d)

Improvement of tropical cyclone warning systems;

(e)

Providing support to disaster prevention and community preparedness
activities;

- 13 (f)

Providing basic data on risk of loss by cyclone wind, storm-surge, or
flood to those who need them for development planning or other purposes.
4.

4.1.

THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

Preparation of the plan
1.
Resolution 3 (EC-XXIII), establishing the Panel of Experts on Tropical
Cyclones, calls for the Panel "to draw up a comprehensive plan of action for
the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project, taking into account the specific needs of
the areas concerned, national responsibilities and sovereignties and the
present activities of WMO and other international organizations ••• ". The
-anel has drawn up the plan basing its considerations on the following
assumptions:
(a)

The preparation and dissemination of tropical cyclone warnings will
continue to be national responsibilities; international action should
provide necessary assistance to national Meteorological Services in
developing the capability to prepare and disseminate such warnings with
the greatest possible accuracy and confidence, and may also include
advisory warning services from Regional Meteorological Centres;

(b)

Similarly, pre-disaster planning of storm warning systems, protection of
life and property before, during and after the storm, the construction
of protective works, and the organization of other protective measures
are national responsibilities. International co-operation may include
assistance in organizing community preparedness and disaster prevention
activities, assistance in the execution of specific projects, and the
development of techniques and establishment of standards that can be used
to guide national efforts.

2.
Current research efforts on tropical cyclones should continue with all
possible vigour . However, immediate results in reduction of loss of life and
damage from tropical cyclones can come from better application of knowledge
and capabilities already available. Accordingly, many of the activities in
this plan take the form of the development, adaptation, or improvement of
already existing techniques and procedures.
3. Lives and property can most effectively be protected by advance development planning based on informed estimates of the risk of destructive cyclone
wind, storm-surge or flooding in each area. Nations and international development agencies are urged to use such meteorological information in development
planning so that economic and human losses can be reduced rather than increased
as development proceeds. Similarly, Meteorological Ser vices of Members
affected by tropical cyclones are urged to participate to the greatest extent
possible in the planning of national and local development to ensurerealistic
consideration of meteorological factors. A significant part of this plan of
action is the development of techniques for the preparation and presentation
of cyclone-damage risk information suitable for guidance in planning -0f
development.

- 14 4. While urgent action is required to reduce the present recurring toll of
lives and property by tropical cyclones, the Tropical Cyclone Project cannot
be revolutionary in character lest it have the reverse effect of thatintended
through the temporary disruption of the reasonably effective warning services
already existing in nearly all affected nations. The project should provide
backing for the rapid development of existing cyclone warning services and
community preparedness organizations, particularly in developing nations,
whilst remaining global in outlook and scope. It is considered unrealistic
to base any part of the plan on a hoped-for "breakthrough" in the state of
the art; extension to present demonstrated capabilities have been included
only where it is likely that limited applied research or development activity
could have significant results.
5.
Recently published schemes for a universal global disaster warning
system covering tropical cyclones, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods
and tsunamis are unlikely to prove effective in the case of tropical cyclones.
These schemes propose earth and space-based sensor systems linked to a central
computer complex by space communication; warnings would be disseminated by
a similar route. Becasue of the local and regional extent of information
required to detect, track and forecast tropical cyclone movement and intensity,
and the widely different effects on communities resulting from a small change
in cyclone track, it would be unprofitable to contemplate a universal global
disaster warning system for tropical cyclones at this time.
4.2

The elements of the plan
6.
The elements of the plan are presented under the following general
headings pertaining only to tropical cyclones:
(a)

Detection and forecasting

(b)

Storm-surge forecasting

(c)

Flood forecasting

(d)

Warning systems

(e)

Risk evaluation

(f)

Disaster prevention and community preparedness

(g)

Disaster relief

(h)

Training and research

(i)

Development of instruments and equipment.

Each action item is labelled with a relative priority, High (HP) Medium
(MP) or Low (LP).
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The plan
(a)

Detection and forecasting

~~~~~~~~2_!~~~~~9~~~
The World Weather Watch
7.
The project should actively promote the implementation of the World
Weather Watch plan in the regions affected by tropical cyclones following the
priorities established by the appropriate regional bodies.
Anemometer and barometer networks
8.
It is noted that in many areas detailed tracking and warning of a storm
as it crosses a coastline is hampered by the sparseness of surface wind and
pressure observations. Dense networks activated only in cyclone situations
can be established on a volunteer basis. The pr~ject should look into the
availability of inexpensive, sturdy anemometers suitable for this use by
volunteer co-operative observers who would also be equipped with aneroid
barometers (HP). The project should also look into the development of an
inexpensive max.imum wind recorder to provide such observations for climatological purposes. This requirement stems from the tendency af conventional
anemometers to blow away before maximum wind speeds are reached, a~d also the
low density of recording installations (MP).

~~~~-~~~~~~~!~~~~
9.
The project should assist Members in cyclone-prone areas in obtaining
observations from ships on the high seas to the maximum possible extent
through appropriate action with WMO and other international agencies and
shipping companies, if necessary, in consultation with CMM (HP).
Automatic weather stations
10. The successful development and operation of land based automatic weather
stations by some Member countries and the continuing development of similar
stations over the sea and their interrogation capabilities by satellites
provides the opportunity for the installation of automatic weather reporting
networks. Such systems are particularly valuable for overcoming the
deficiencies in esseritiol surface observations, especially in data sparse
areas in proximity to cyclone-prone coastlines but which ore beyond radar
surveillance.
11. The project should arrange for the distribution of the specifications of
these systems which hove proved reliable so that their full potential may be
assessed by Meteorological Services which need to install these networks (HP).

- 16 Aircraft observations
12. The project should ossist Members in cyclone-prone areas in obtaining
observations from commercial aircraft to the maximum possible extent by
appropriate action with ICAO and IATA in consultation with CAeM (HP).
Radar
13. Land-based radar provides one of the best tools for the location of the
centre of tropical cyclones as the storm approaches the coast. Accordingly,
the project should identify radar systems, procedures, and techniques for the
assistance of Members (MP). The proj ect should assist nations in radar siting
and procurement wherever necessary (HP).
14. Pulse-Doppler radar offers a possibility of obtaining wind velocities as
the storm approaches the coas t, so the project should invest iga te the suitabili ty of this technique for operational use (MP);
Aircraft reconnaissance
15. Aerial reconnaissance, while the most effective way of tracking tropical
cyclones, has proved so expensive that it can only be afforded by the most
developed nations . Their community of interest with other nations has extended
aerial coverage to the Caribbean and Western Pacific areas. It is understood
that the Pacifi c co verage may be reduced i n the future, resulting in a greater
demand for an alternate source of coverage . The project should look into:
(a)

The technical and economic feasibility of organizing an aerial recon naissance fac i lity for the Bay of Bengal and typhoon areas on an international or multinational basis (HP);

(b)

The relatively inexpensive alternative of providing needed instrumentation
fo r suitable aircraft that may be pr ovided by Members (HP).

~:~:!~!~~~~:~-:~!:!!~!::
16. The project should investigate international arrangements to fund the
launching and operation of one of the geostationary meteorological satellite
systems which is planned to be located at about 120°E (HP) by Japan.
Forecasting

techniqu~s

---------------------17. While the project has no basis at present for the development of new
forecast techniques, it should make more generally available the better forecast procedures now in use at some centres and their results (HP).
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~=~!=~~i::!~~=-i~:::~!!!~~
18. Forecasters charged with the heavy responsibility of predicting the
meteorological effects of a powerful tropical cyclone are faced with a. really
difficult problem. In an attempt to assist the forecaster in this task the
U.S . National Weather Service had developed a rather sophisticated checklist
or logical ladder procedure . The record of the decisions made in arriving
at the forecast are available for future research on improvement of techniques.
The project should undertake a study of the adaptation of the U.S. technique
to other areas and other situations with a view to pilot implementation in a
co-operating forecast office and eventual further development and dissemination
(MP).

~~~e~!::~~~!~~~
19. The decision ladder technique lends itself to use with a conversational
computer system. The computer would present the checklist and follow the
logical branches according to answers given by the forecaster. Minor computations can be made in-line. The use of the computer has obvious advantages
in facilitating the logical operation. It may be possible to accomplish this
with one of the new, inexpensive mini-computers. If the operational utility
of the semi-objective technique is established, the project should look into
the operational and economic feasibility and desirability of the suggested
computerization. If appropriate, a pilot operation should be initiated (LP).
Verification
20. As one of the objectives of the project is improvement of forecast
accuracy, a continuing forecast verification programme, conducted with the
co-operation of national Meteorological Services, should be instituted to
provide a measure of growth of skill in observation and prediction (MP). The
project should recommend the use of a standard procedure for forecast
verification to assist in comparability of results.

~e!~~~~-!!~!~~-~i-~~:~!~~!
~l.
The project should investigate the relation between the time of warning
and the resulting accuracy of forecast to define better the time-scale
requirements and to evolve suitable guidelines for national services (LP).

(b)

Storm surge forecasting

22. In keeping with the recommendation to the Tropical Cyclone Panel by
ACOMR, the project should focus its attention on the following activities:
(a) Define better the momentum transfer or drag processes at sea surface
and sea bottom (LP);
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(b) Expand the existing computer models to deal with complex coastal
boundaries, such as open bays, estuaries, etc., or develop techniques
to correct solutions for coastal features (HP);

(a) Convert the model computations into charts, nomograms, etc., suitable
for general field use. Some procedures have already been worked out
(HP);
(d) Study the resonance wave surge phenomenon in front of advancing squall
lines, and define the storm structures that give rise to such waves
(MP);
(e) Set up tide and depth gauge networks for both warning and research
purposes so that sufficient data are available for model verification
and the derivation of empirical relations (HP);
(f) It is desirable to organize the capability to conduct field excursions
into storm surge disaster areas to survey the heights reached by the
surge; only in this way will it be possible to obtain the detail
needed for development of realistic prognostic techniques (HP);
(g) Conduct a programme of exchange of information. Such programmes
should include symposia, emphasizing practical applications, and
visits of experienced scientists at the request of national services
and training projects (MP);
(h) Preparation ot a handbook suitable for use by forecasters is urgently
required (HP).
(c)

Flood forecasting

23. The Commission for Hydrology and the Advisory Committee for Operational
Hydrology of WMO should be consulted for assistance in the formulation and
execution of the hydrologic aspects of the project (HP).
24. The project should disseminate papers describing current techniques for
the quantitative prediction of rainfall in tropical cyclones. In addition,
research in this field should be encouraged, with particular emphasis on
prediction of rainfall in advance of the centre of the cyclone in those
situations where a cyclone moves inland and become modified (MP).
(d)

Warning systems

25. Recalling that the establishment of warning systems is a national
responsibility, the project could assist by preparing and disseminating guidelines (MP). Since public education in the nature of tropical cyclones and how
to seek safety from them is essential, the project should serve as a clearing
house for suitable audio-visual educational and informational material (HP).

- 19 Similarly, since the study of human response to education, warnings, disaster,
and false alarms is so vital to the development of effective warning systems,
the project should serve as a clearing house for information on these subjects
(LP).
(e)

Risk evaluation

26. It is most desirable that the risk of damage by storm-surge, wind, or
cyclone-induced flood be assessed quantitati~ely. Given a climatological
distribution of cyclone tracks, sizes and intensities, it is possible to
derive a reasonably realistic probabilistic climatology of winds and stormsurge heights for various areas . These, used in conjuction with detailed
topographic charts, can reveal vulnerable areas. This information should be
used by concerned authorities for a number of purposes in a more informed
manner than is generally the case today. Examples are:
(a) Zoning and restriction of building and residence;
(b) Planning of evacuation and escape routes;
(c) Planning of warning systems;
(d) Building of protective works;
(e) Establishment of insurance policies and rates;
(f) Development planning of coastal areas.
It is proposed that the project take the following steps:
(a) Investigate techniques for generation of smoothed estimates of the
frequency distribution of cyclone strengths along exposed coastlines
of the world from existing data on storm tracks and intensities (HP):
(b) Investigate way and means by which existing information on sea-bottom
profiles can be combined with cyclone climatological data, as might
be generated using the techniques developed in (a ), to provide
estimates of storm-surge height-frequency distributions. In this
connexion, the computer technique being used by the national project
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
may prove to be helpful (HP) ;
(c) Look into the suitability of various existing techniques to derive
amplification factors above the straight-coast storm-surge for bays
and estuaries, and ascertain ways and means by which such data can
be economically derived (HP);

- 20 (d) Consider the coastal mapping programme of the U.S. in order to
determine the procedures that might be used by other nations
interested in a similar programme and assist these nations as
required (HP);
( e) Formulate ways in which material generated by use of techniques
developed in (a) through (d) can be presented for maximum utility
in planning of protection of population and of economic development

(HP).
(f)

Disaster prevention and community preparedness

27. The project should perform useful services in these areas of national
interest by serving as a clearing house for information and identifying
institutions and individuals from whom expert advice can be obtained (MP).
Typical areas in which such information and ski lls migh t be made available
are:

(g)

28.

*

Cyclone warning communications

*

Cyclone shelters

*

Shelters for small craft

*

Wind breaks

*

Dykes and bunds

*

Afforestation

*

Storage of flood waters

*

Drainages

*

Evacuation planning

*

Urban , industrial, agricultural, and recreational land use and zoning

*

Building codes

Disaster relief

The project should inquire into the availability of emergency meteoro~
logical equipment for use in the immediate post-cyclone period in areas where
the usual servi ces cannot be maintained because of damage or destruction. It
should perform this function by assembling information on the availability
in Member countries of mobile stations, such as radar and upper-air units,
as well as other standby arrangements. Information on the willingness of
Members to make this type of equipment available at short notice for use in
disaster areas in their own or other countries will also need to be a~sembled
(MP).

- 21 29. In additon, the project could usefully examine how meteorological support
to disaster relief operations can best be planned i~ advance (HP) .
(h)

Training and research

30. The Tropical Cyclone Project should make specific provision for the
specialized training of forecasters and other personnel to take full advantage
of the capabilities that the project will make available. While in general
this may be accomplished through the established fellowship, seminar, and
exchange programmes of WMO, special attention should be paid to the opportunities for very high level training presented by the execution of the
research activities outlined in this plan. Every effort should be taken to
make sure that each research programme in the project makes the fullest
possible use of research scholars from the developing nations of the cyclone
belt.
31. In view of differing requirements and problems in various regions, every
effort should be made to encourage meteorologists experienced in the tropical
cyclone field to visit those national forecast centres that indicate they
desire such assistance.
(i)

Development of instruments and equipment

32 . Progress in research as well as the capability to forecast tropical
cyclones is slowed by the unavailability of suitable equipment or instru mentation. In some cases where t he equipment exists, its high price prohibits
widespread use. The project should call the following requirements to. the
attention of manufacturers who are in a position to do the required development (MP).
(a) Anemometers which can survive a wind of 100 m/sec. Two types are
needed: a normal station anemometer and an inexpensive version for
use by co-operating observers. The latter need not have a good
starting speed characteristic.
(b) Tide and wave gauge installations with range suitable for the surges
of great tropical storms, and structures that can reasonably be
expected to resist simultaneously the wind and waves associated with
these storms.
(c) Maximum wind indicators of simple design that can survive the
strongest winds to be expected. Consideration must be given to the
rain along with the cyclone wind in arriving at a design.
(d) Maximum tide (storm-s urge ) indicator of simple design that can survive
the expected seas. A tube containing a float that cannot return may
be adequate.

- 22 (e) An electronic adapter kit t o modify a standard storm detection radar
to pulse-Doppler operation .
the development.

A suitable display is a key element of

(f) A vi deo time laps e system for use with st orm det ec tion radars so
that forecasters can review th e development ond motion of precipitation
elements of the storm.
(g) An aircraft reconnaissance ins trument a ti on package to permit
conversion of an aircraft to tropica l cyc lone reco nnaissance use
wit h minim um difficulty. Consid eratio n mi ght be given to a literal
package co ntained in a standard exter nal store (" pod ") fo r attachment to standard sh ac kles.
(h ) An a ddition to aircraft radio altime ter systems to permit estimate
of wa ve height. If necessary, an aircraft acceleromete r may be
i nc lu ded.
( i) An effective system fo r distribution of pictures and collected
observatio ns from a geostation ar y observation sa tel lite positioned
to cover the West Paci fic and I nd ia n Ocean areas. This might take
the fo r m of onboard proces sing to permit re lat ively narrow-band
tra nsmi ssi on or groun d processing to either split or condense the
pictu r e s before retra nsm is sion th r ough the same or anot her satellite.
Careful a ttention sho ul d be paid to geographic refere nc ing (gr i dd ing )
as part of t he processing, as individual receiving stations cannot
be expected to be able to have appropriate fac ilities. Ideally , eac h
fra me should always hove a standard fixed coverage, so that timelapse wo rk can be facilitated .
4. 4

Th e mod e of im pl ementation
33 . It is understood that the action necessary in order to implement the
many different aspects of the above pla n will, in most cases, have to be
initiated by the Secretary-General under the guidance of t he EC Panel of
Experts on Tropical Cyclon es. Actual technical work would be accomplished
within national services, rese arch institutions, and by rapporteurs or small
wo rking groups ~s each situation might re qu ire. The c ho ice of mode of
i mp le menta tion should be made by the Secretary- General. The prog res s of th e
project wi ll be monitored by the Executive Committee by submission of r epo rts.

4.5

The initia l imp leme nta tion progra mme
34 . I n the tab l e given belo w, the specific action ite ms in the first co l umn
are ex tracted from the plan as set forth in section 4.3. Column 2 suggests in
brief the studies
and development work which it is felt is necessary.
Finally , the impl e mentati on acti on consequent upon the studies is given in the
t hird column, again in an abbreviated form . It is emphasized that the material
given in the table summarizes only the main lines of action and will need to
be expanded into greater detail as the different parts of the programme are
initiated a nd progress is made .
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Speci fie action
items

Study and development

Implementation action

Anemometer and baro meter networks

Information on existing instru ments of this type, or those
being developed, to be provided
by Members or by laboratories
and manufacturers through
Members . The development of
appropriate instruments to be
encouraged.

Members to set up stations
using these instruments as
advised by national and
regional cyclone bodies.

Ship observations

Special measures to be taken by
Members concerned to collect
routine and special observations
from sbips in cyclone-prone
areas

Members to discuss with
authorities responsible for
coastal radio stations
the special measures needed.
Costa! radio stations to
request special observations
in cyclone areas. Provision
to be made for the rapid
exchange of observations in
cyclone situations .

Automatic weather
stations

Obtain and distribute specifications and information on
operational experience with
automatic weathe r stations
under cyclone conditions .

Members to set up suitable
automatic weather stations
at strategic points to
increase warning capability
and arrange for collection
of data by suitable telecommunications .

Aircraft observations
(commercial)

Study whether present reporting
procedures established by ICAO
are adequate for cyclone
warning purposes, including
special aircraft observations
and their distribution to
warning centres.

WMO constituent bodies a nd
!CAO to devise appr opr i ate
procedures fo r rapid
reception of air reports,
including special reports,
at warning centres.

Radar

Leading radar experts to
advise on systems, procedures
and techniques best suited to
warning purposes.

Members to establish radar .
chains on the basis of this
advice in conformity with
recommendations of national
and regional cyclone bodies.
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Speci fi e action
items

Study and development

Implementation action

Aircraft reconna i ssance

Obtain information on present
reconnaissance facilities and
indication of possible participation in multi-national
operation where such does not
exist and cannot be mounted
nationally . Advice from both
Members and individual experts
will be needed. Investigate
sources of instrumentation for
aircraft provided nationally.

Members in cyclone areas
where no reconnaissance
facilities exist to consider
participation in multinational scheme and extent
of this participation. They
should also consider willingness to provide aircraft if
instrumentation and training
can be provided from other
sources.

Geostationary
satellites

Obtain from Members already
operating or planning to
operate geostationary satellite
their precise plans for coverage of cyclone-prone areas.
Also how information can be
readily and rapidly received
at cyclone warning centres.
If coverage incomplete, study
possibility of joint efforts
by group of Members or
consortium .

Members or groups of Members
to arrange for rapid and
continuous reception of
satellite data required for
cyclone warnings. Members
to consider participation
in joint efforts.

Forecasting
Semi-objective and
computerization

Study application of these
techniques where not at present
in use and train personnel
as necessary.

In light of studies,
Members concerned should
prepare plans to introduce
these methods.

Verification

A Member to be asked to accept
task of comparing cyclone forecast verification procedures.
Results to be distributed for
comments by regional cyclone
bodies.

Members to participate as
required in providing
information on procedures
used and tests of standard
procedure.
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Speci fie action
items

Study and development

Implementation action

Optimum timing

Study to be carried out by
regional cyclone bodies in
light of local requirements
and human response to warnings

Members concerned to
implement recommendations
of regional cyclone bodies.

Storm-surges

Consultant to study present
state of art and to determine
applicability of current
techniques of quantitative
storm-surge forecasting to the
cyclone areas in different
parts of the world. His report
to be reviewed by group(s) of
experts and suggestions for
handbooks formulated.

Members to introduce improved
quantitative storm-surge
prediction methods.

Flood forecasting

CHy to study hydrological
aspects of project with special
attention to forecasting floods
caused by heavy rainfall
associated with tropical
cyclones.

Implementation of recommendations made by CHy by
Members concerned.

Warning systems

Obtain expert advice on guidelines for organization of
warning systems. Arrange
meetings on national or
regional level on public
education and related subjects.
Close consultation with LRCS.

Members to participate
activel.y in meetings by
assembling not only meteorologists but also community
preparedness and disaster
prevention staff.

Risk evaluation

Consultant to prepare basic
material for further studies
by national/regional groups
and subsequent discussion with
all authorities concerned.

Members to participate
fully in studies and in
practical implementation
of conclusions.
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Speci fie action
items

Study and development

Implementation action

Disaster prevention
and community
preparedness

Obtain names of experts prepared
to provide information and
advice to Members and regional
cyc lone bodies. Collect mat e rial
for distribution as part of
advisory service .

Members to implement
measures based on advice
provided by experts and
thereby build up more
efficient disaster
prevention systems .

Disaster relief

Obtain information from Members
on availability of mobile equipment in disaster situations .
Seek expert advice on advance
planning of meteorological
support to disaster relief
operations.

Members to collaborate in
providing information
required an d in making all
possible prepara tions for
supporting disaster relief
operations.

Training and
research

Assemble information on willingness of Members with advanced
cyclone foreca sting centres to
accept personnel from other
nations for high-level training.
Determine requirements of
Members in cyclone-prone areas
for specialized training, in
conjunction with regional
cyclone bodies. Draw up list
of tropical cyclone experts
available to visit other
countries to provide trciiriing
and guidance in research
projects.

Members to co-operate i n
providing training
facilities under conditions
as favourable as possible.
They should also assist in
making available experts
for visits to othercyclone
countries where thesystem
is less well developed.

Development of
instruments and
equipment

Consultant(s) to first review
cyclone warning system to
determine specific requirements
in instrumentation for this
purpose. Draw up list of the
in•trument development needed
with descriptions.

Members to collaborate in
study and in bringing
requirements to attention
of manufacturers for early
development work.
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Speci fie action
items

Study and development

Implem entation action

Sp ecial telecommunica- : Seek information from Members
tion faciliti e s for
with experience in this field
the collection of
• and distribut e as advisory
observations in
I information to other Members
tropical cyclone areas I in cyclone-prone areas and to
regiona l cyclone bodies.
These telecommunications
facilities could be for emergency use or for collection
of special observations required for cyclone forecasting

Members and regional eye lone bodies to draw up
t elecommunication plans
in co- ordination with
appropriate WMO bodies
and undertake implementation programmes.

Facilities for dissemination of warnings

Seek information from Members
with experience in this field
and distribute as advisory
information to other Members ·
in cyclone-prone areas and to
regional cyclone bodies

Members and regional
cyclone bodies to draw
up plans in co-ordination with appropriate
WMO bodies and undertake implementation programmes.

Public education on
cyclones, cyclone
warning systems and
community preparedness

Seek information from Members
with experience in this field
and distribute in an appropriate form for the benefit
of regional cyclone bodies

Members and regional
cyclone bodies to seek
methods of promoting
public education and to
plan all the measures to
be taken by the authorities (including the
Meteorological Service)
and the population on
the approach of a cyclone.

- 28 It is expected that the initial implementation of many of the studies
listed in the above programme can begin speedily. The funds allocated by
Sixth Congress to the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project under the regular budget
will provide a means of financing some of them. The full participation of
Members will, of course, be required both in providing support to those financed
under the regular budget and in executing the other studies.
As regards the implementation which will follow the studies, full use will
need to be made of national resources, UNDP, VAP, and bilateral assistance.
As instructed by EC-XXIV, the Se cre tary-General will invite Members to indicate
the nature of the assistance they are prepared to of fer in support of the plan
of action. The necessary co- ordination of the implementation programme will
be affected with the WMO Regional Associations and with the regional cyclone
bodies.
It is confidently expected that interim reports on many of the studies
l isted could be available within 12 months and that final reports should be
ready not more than 18 months after initiation of the studies.
4.6

Additional sources of funding
While it is anticipated that the Secretary-General will make every effort
to execute parts of the project from available funds and with the voluntary
participation of Members , other sources of support should also be sought. It
i s suggested that it may be possible to formulate high priority elements of
t he project as a UNDP Global Project. However, since the project arises from
a direct request contained in UN Resolution 2733 (XXV), it could be expected
tha t suitable funding can be obtained from the United Nat ions Disaster Relief
Of fice and Agencies such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
The rate of progress of the project will be determined to a large degree by
t he funds made available and the voluntary efforts of Members. It is possible
that with full funding, progress might be limited in some cases by the
availability of suitable human resources which may eventually be rectified by
the recommended training programme. The Secretary-General should determine
the optimum rate of expenditure for satisfactory, efficient progress.

*

*

*
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SUGGESTED METHOD OF LISTING DETAILS OF THE MEASURES
TO BE TAKEN IN THE INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
Details of the measures to be taken

By whom

(a)

Obtain details of proven equipment specifications, installation, maintenance - from Members with experience
in the use of this equipment for
tropical cyclone forecasting;

Secretary-General

(b)

Collate and publish current relevant
material for the information of Members in cyclone-prone areas and
regional cyclone bodies;

Secretary-General

(c)

Specify required networks and indicate
priorities;

Members and regional
cyclone bodies

(d)

Specify stations which can be installed
from national resources and suggest
action to remedy deficiencies.

Members

